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	Statement No: 25
	DATE: 09/04/2015
	PROJECT AREA: Special Projects
	TITLE PROBLEM STATEMENT: Vehicles waste about 80% of their translational kinetic energy through heat, friction, and pressure on internal mechanics. This loss is comparatively higher when they slow down while braking or their engines are idle.  This waste could be put to better use if harvested and used to power facilities. Commercial and industrial facilities such as parking gate, distribution centers, weigh stations, and toll plazas would be good candidates for the technology as these authorities spend millions of dollars per year on electricity. As part of this proof-of-concept study, common energy harvesting techniques such as piezoelectric materials, road-mounted energy harvesting system on selected parking gate(s) or weigh station(s) will be studied to gather baseline data for finding the most cost-effective approach. The harvested energy will distributed in the power transmission line of the same and nearby facilities. The goal of this project will be achieved through cooperation from industry partners and concerned authorities of the facilities.   
	OBJECTIVES: - Gather current-state-of-the-practises of energy harvesting techniques from roadways- Install selected energy harvesting techniques on selected spots (e.g., parking lot gate, weigh stations)- Harvest the energy and distribute it back to the power line.
	FORM OF RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION: - Technical report containing the current state-of-the-practises of energy harvesting, installation processes, and harvesting solution.- Test sites demonstrating the proof of concept of energy harvesting
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